CONTENT QUESTIONS

1. In Small as an Elephant, how many pounds of food does Jack’s grandmother say that baby elephants need to eat per day?
   Answer: 300 pounds of food

2. In Restart, who invites Chase to join the video club?
   Answer: Brendan Espinoza

3. In Cryptid Hunters, what is strange about the landlocked lake on the island?
   Answer: It is saltwater

4. In Avenging the Owl, what is Solo’s nickname for Lucas at the raptor center?
   Answer: Sergeant Bird Nerd

5. In Revenge of the Witch, when Tom is staying in the haunted house, whose voice does he hear when someone knocks outside the door?
   Answer: His mother’s

6. In The Gauntlet, what kind of cookies does Madame Nasirah give Farah and her friends?
   Answer: Dates

7. In I Will Always Write Back, Martin finds a job where he is tasked to make what for bank employees three times a day?
   Answer: Tea

8. In The Sword of Summer, what does Magnus turn his sword into so it won’t attract attention?
   Answer: A pendant

IN WHICH BOOK

1. In which book do characters help elderly residents by providing snacks as a part of community service?
   Answer: Restart by Gordon Korman

2. In which book do twins fall through a magical book?
   Answer: The Wishing Spell by Chris Colfer

3. In which book does a boy live with a single mother in Boston?
   Answer: Small as an Elephant by Jennifer Jacobson

4. In which book is there an event called a black moon party?
   Answer: The Luck Uglies by Paul Durham
5. In which book do characters search for survivors as a part-time job?  
   Answer: **The Body in the Woods** by April Henry

6. In which book does a character find and adopt a small kitten?  
   Answer: **Avenging the Owl** by Melissa Hart

7. In which book is a teenager homeless on the street?  
   Answer: **The Sword of Summer** by Rick Riordan

8. In which book do the main characters eat wish granting Halwa?  
   Answer: **The Gauntlet** by Karuna Riazi